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T A X  M A T T E R S

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) of 2017 added a new section to the tax code, Section 461(l), which limits the deductibility of business
losses for years 2018 to 2025. Soon after, the CARES Act repealed this section for 2018 to 2020 and amended it for 2021 to 2025. In a
recent paper, we explain the impact of these changes on taxable investors, especially those considering an investment in hedge funds.

Hedge funds are commonly perceived as investments that allocate large amounts of taxable capital gains and income to their investors.
But what if a hedge fund realizes a taxable loss?  Under the new rules in the TCJA and the CARES Act, can hedge fund investors still
benefit from tax offsets offered by realized losses and deductions—and to what extent?

Hedge fund losses are treated as trade or business losses if a hedge fund determines that it is engaged in a trader rather than an investor
activity. The benefit of a trader determination is the deductibility of fees and other fund expenses (which are not deductible for hedge funds
treated as investor funds under the TCJA and the CARES Act). However, there is also a cost to the trader fund determination: their losses
can trigger a new excess business loss limitation for years 2021 to 2025. Translation: their losses might not be deductible. This creates a
quite unpleasant asymmetry for a taxpayer who pays taxes on gains and income but cannot use losses as a deduction. 

To clarify, the limitation on excess business losses is a limitation on aggregate loss from all trade or business activities not on a loss from
an individual trade or business activity.   

There is good news and there is bad news, but the bad news may not be all that bad. Let us explain.

The good news is that the CARES Act has explicitly excluded capital losses from the calculation of excess business loss limitation, such
that the limitation only applies to ordinary excess business loss. 

The bad news is that under the CARES Act, income from employment (such as wages) is explicitly excluded from trade or business income,
and thus cannot be offset by trade or business losses without limitation. 

But, as we said, the bad news might not be that bad. Excess ordinary business loss can still offset a combined income from employment
and investor activity   up to a safe harbor amount of $250,000 ($500,000 for married filing jointly) adjusted for inflation. Any remaining
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This document has been provided to you solely for information purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer or any advice or recommendation to purchase
any securities or other financial instruments and may not be construed as such. The factual information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the
author and AQR Capital Management, LLC (“AQR”) to be reliable but it is not necessarily all-inclusive and is not guaranteed as to its accuracy and is not to be regarded as a
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or completeness, nor should the attached information serve as the basis of any investment decision.
This document is intended exclusively for the use of the person to whom it has been delivered by AQR, and it is not to be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. The
information set forth herein has been provided to you as secondary information and should not be the primary source for any investment or allocation decision. Past performance is
not a guarantee of future performance. 

This material is not research and should not be treated as research. This paper does not represent valuation judgments with respect to any financial instrument, issuer, security or
sector that may be described or referenced herein and does not represent a formal or official view of AQR. The views expressed reflect the current views as of the date hereof
and neither the author nor AQR undertakes to advise you of any changes in the views expressed herein. 

The information contained herein is only as current as of the date indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Charts and graphs provided
herein are for illustrative purposes only. The information in this presentation has been developed internally and/or obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, neither
AQR nor the author guarantees the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such information. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to
be relied on in making an investment or other decision. There can be no assurance that an investment strategy will be successful. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of
actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment which may differ materially, and should not be relied upon as such. 

The information in this paper may contain projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets, forecasts or expectations regarding the strategies
described herein, and is only current as of the date indicated. There is no assurance that such events or targets will be achieved, and may be significantly different from that shown
here. The information in this document, including statements concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be superseded
by subsequent market events or for other reasons. 

 
 

Risks of Tax Aware Strategies (Not Exhaustive)
1. Underperformance of pre-tax returns: tax aware strategies are investment strategies with the associated risk of pre-tax returns meaningfully underperforming expectations.

2. Adverse variation in tax benefits: deductible losses and expenses allocated by the strategy may be less than expected.

3. Lower marginal tax rates: the value of losses and expenses depends on an individual investor’s marginal tax rate, which may be lower than expected for reasons including
low Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) due to unexpected losses and the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT).

4. Inefficient use of allocated losses and expenses: the tax benefit of the strategy may be lower than expected if an investor cannot use the full value of losses and
expenses allocated by the strategy to offset gains and income of the same character from other sources. This may occur for a variety of reasons including variation in gains and

excess business loss is carried forward as a net operating loss. Under the CARES Act, this loss can be deducted against any ordinary
income in future years, including income from employment and investor activity, this time without the excess business loss limitation.

[ 1 ] For example, if in a given year the taxpayer has a $1,000,000 ordinary income from operating businesses and a $1,500,000 ordinary
loss from various hedge fund investments, the hedge fund loss fully offsets the operating business income, and the aggregate excess
business loss is only $500,000.

[ 2 ] This ordinary excess business loss is computed at the investor level by adding together ordinary income and losses from all the
investor’s trade or business activities, including trader hedge fund investments.

[ 3 ] Some examples of income from investor activity are interest from taxable bonds, various forms of private credit, and ordinary dividends
from stocks, mutual funds, and ETFs.

[ 4 ] There is currently a proposal to disallow this unlimited offset as a part of the upcoming tax reform. Whether this proposal is eventually
enacted in law or not remains to be seen. We recommend our readers to stay abreast of the potential changes to Section 461(l).
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income realized by other investments, at-risk rules, limitation on excess business losses and/or net interest expense, or insufficient outside cost basis in a partnership.

5. Larger tax on redemption or lesser benefit of gifting: gain deferral and net tax losses may result in large recognized gains on redemption, even in the event of pre-tax
losses. Allocation of liabilities should be considered when calculating the tax benefit of gifting.

6. Adverse changes in tax law or IRS challenge: the potential tax benefit of the strategy may be lessened or eliminated prospectively by changes in tax law, or retrospectively
by an IRS challenge under current law if conceded or upheld by a court. In the case of an IRS challenge, penalties may apply.
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